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PSome Quotes
PFrom Scanning to Advanced

Technologies: the Progression
PUp and Coming
<Nanotechnology
<Grid Computing
<DARPA and the “Grand Challenge”
<Après XP

Overview



P"Imagination is more important than
knowledge. Knowledge is limited. Imagination
encircles the world. " 
<Albert Einstein

P"There is no reason anyone would want a
computer in their home."
<Ken Olsen, Digital Equipment Corp, 1977

The Quotes







PEach year:
< ~50,000 applications
< ~3,200 review meetings
< ~80 National Advisory Council meetings
< >60,000 competing and non-competing awards
< >2,200 grantee institutions worldwide
< ~100,000 applicants
< ~200,000,000 pieces of paper

Why Did We Start to Scan?

And
Growing!PThe Result of Scanning

<All applications scanned upon
receipt

< Images available on CDs and on-
line





PPaperless business processes are designed to
reduce the reliance on paper  and improve the
way we do business

P It is more than just converting a paper document
into an image

PExamples include:
< eRA transactions
< Posting RFPs on-line instead of having a reading room
<Using a Digital Sender instead of a fax to transmit

documents
PA culture change is often needed along with the

process change

Paperless Business Processes











PThe purpose of Advanced Technologies, under
the auspices of eRA, is to:
< ferret out those aspects of advanced technologies that

could become significant to NIH staff in the future (and
also those aspects that are simply interesting to hear
about); and

< disseminate this information as widely as possible
PDissemination will be conducted via:
< The Advanced Technologies Special Interest Group

(ATSIG)
< The eRA Advanced Technologies website
< Lectures and seminars

Advanced Technologies













P Batteries and fuel cells
P Biometrics
P Browser technology
P Chip technology
P Collaborative technologies
P DARPA research
P Data storage and storage technology
P Disability-related computing
P Display technology
P Far Out technologies
P Gadgets
P Grid computing

Advanced Technology Categories

P Haptic web
P Nanotechnology
P Office/Workplace of the future
P Quantum Computing
P Pervasive computing
P Public Key Infrastructure (PKI)
P Robotics
P Security information
P Semantic web
P Tablet, small PCs and mobile

computing
P Voice technology
P Wireless



P Nanotechnology
P Grid Computing
P DARPA and the “Grand

Challenge”
P Après XP

Some AT Examples



PNanoQuote: 
< “L’essential est invisible pour les yeux” 
– Saint-Exupery in The Little Prince.  (“What is

essential is invisible to the eye.”)
PNanoHype: 
< The nanobots are coming and will make

life wonderful!
PNanoFright:
<Nanomachines will escape from the

laboratories and destroy civilization!

Nanotechnology

PNanoReality:
<What will happen is that

nanotechnology will certainly
change our lives



PNanotechnology typically refers to working
with materials in the one to 100-nanometer
range

PFormulated in a seminal article written by
Richard P. Feynman in 1959

POriginally applied to micro computer
circuitry 

PToday’s uses range from Dockers brand
khaki pants to battlefield armor for soldiers
to computer memory using carbon
nanotubes to drug delivery systems

What Is Nanotechnology?
The Future is Now





PElectronic
<Most promising--builds upon existing infrastructure

for microelectronics; some prototype devices exist
PBiochemical or Organic
<Recent advances, i.e. DNA computation

PMechanical
<Ultra-miniature Babbage engines (mechanical

programmable computer)
PQuantum
< Technology of the far distant future; proposes a

massively parallel computer that takes advantage of
quantum interference--proven able to crack existing
codes; subject of a recent Los Alamos Lab publication

Possible Nanocomputer
Technologies



PNano-Storage
< IBM’s Millipede chip -25,000,000 bytes in a

postage stamp size area
PNanocomputing circuits
< IBM’s “molecule cascade” system -260,000

times smaller than present circuits

Nano Examples





PMolecular Circuits
<Based on a molecule called rotaxane to create a

“molecular abacus”
PQuantum Computing
< Science article

More Examples

PNanocontainers for Drug
Delivery









PDefinition:
< The method of applying resources from many

computers in a network, at the same time, to a single
problem, usually a problem that requires a large
number of processing cycles or access to large
amounts of data

PGrid computing enables devices, regardless of
their operating characteristics, to be virtually
shared, managed and accessed across an
enterprise, industry or workgroup

PGrid computing differs from the Web in that it
enables collaboration of multiple resources
toward a common goal, whereas the Web
primarily enables communication

Grid Computing



PGrids will one day become the backbone of a
worldwide infrastructure for communication,
research education and commerce

PThe Internet itself will become the computing
platform
< Instead of resources being located on files in your PC

they will be distributed at sites (or grid nodes) all over
the world

P In 10 years the question “Why be on the grid?”
will be the same as now asking “Why be on the
Internet?”

The Next Logical Step



P20+ teraflops of computing power
P900+ terabytes of data storage
PAccessible to thousands of university

researchers

TeraGrid



United Kingdom (UK) Research Grid



PUniversity of Pennsylvania
<Archive, storage and retrieval of digital images of

mammographies for clinicians
< Training and teaching for radiology departments
<Computer assisted diagnostics

National Digital Mammographic
Archive

PRecent FDA approval
recognized
advantages of digital
devices and will
encourage digital
radiology conversion
< 2000 Hospitals x 7 TB

per yr x 2 = 28 PB per
yr



PPurdue and Indiana University Supercomputers
P1.4 teraflops
PUltra-large calculations
PSimulating homeland security

Indiana Virtual Machine



Significance of Grid Computing



PThe Defense Advanced Research Projects
Agency (DARPA) is the central research and
development organization for the Department of
Defense (DoD)

P It manages and directs selected basic and
applied research and development projects for
DoD, and pursues research and technology
where risk and payoff are both very high and
where success may provide dramatic advances
for traditional military roles and missions

P It offices include those that deal with:
<Advanced Technology
<Defense Sciences
< Information Awareness
<Microsystems Technology

DARPA



The DARPA Grand Challenge



PThe goal is to build an autonomous robotic
ground vehicle capable of negotiating 300
miles of rugged terrain (including roads,
deserts, gullies and waterways) between
Los Angeles and Las Vegas in a maximum
of 10 hours

PNo human intervention will be permitted
PVehicles must demonstrate intelligent

autonomous behavior 
PParticipants learn of the route only two

hours before the race begins
P$1,000,000 prize

The DARPA Grand Challenge



Après XP

MoooooMooooocrosoft
Longhorn



PLonghorn is the next major Windows
release from Microsoft and the successor
to Windows XP

P It will include:
<Windows Longhorn
<Windows Server Longhorn
<Microsoft Office Longhorn
<Microsoft Visual Studio Longhorn, etc.

Longhorn





P Robotics
P Autonomic Computing
P Pervasive Computing
P Haptics
P Biometrics
P Smart Dust
P Foveon Cameras
P Office of the Future......

Lots More, But Out of Time



P"Time's fun when you're having flies," 
<Kermit the Frog

P"You may delay, but time will not."
<Benjamin Franklin

P"It's good to shut up sometimes."
<Marcel Marceau

Except for a few more quotes


